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1. Introduction. Dark matter; dark energy; … dark radiation, dark 
forces? 

2. Dark radiation of numerous soft quanta in the Rayleigh-Jeans tail.

3. Implication for EDGES result. Construction of specific model(s) for 
DR that can enhance the RJ tail, and easily account for strength of 
EDGES signal.

4. Future developments.
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the expectations of the standard cosmology. Non-thermal
Dark Radiation (DR) is considered in the literature less
often, although many processes occurring solely in the
dark sector may lead to its appearance.

In recent papers [9, 10], interacting DR was examined
in the regime where the individual quanta are much fewer
in number but much harder in frequency than the typical
CMB photons, !
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, but such
that the Neff constraint is satisfied. This type of DR
may arise as a consequence of the late decays or annihi-
lations of massive DM particles. In this paper we study
the alternative, a much softer than CMB, but more nu-
merous DR quanta,
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In this formula, ⇢
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stands for the total energy density
of radiation and DM, n
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is the number density of DR
quanta, while n
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represents the low-energy Rayleigh-
Jeans (RJ) tail of the standard CMB Planck distribution,
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where we find it convenient to define the normalized
photon frequency, x ⌘ !/T

CMB

, which is redshift-
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is a (somewhat arbitrary) maximum
frequency of the low-energy RJ interval, x

max

⌧ 1. If
for example we take x

max

= 2 ⇥ 10�3, then we find
n

RJ

/n
CMB

' 10�6. It is easy to see that the number
density of DR quanta may indeed significantly exceed
n

RJ

. Saturating the constraint on Neff for the DR that
matches the CMB frequencies with x

max

⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�3, or
alternatively letting ⇠ 5% of DM energy density [11, 12]
be converted to DR in the same frequency range after
the CMB decoupling, we arrive at the maximum number
densities given by
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Thus, soft DR quanta have a potential to outnumber the
RJ CMB photons by up to ⇠ 11 orders of magnitude.

What are the observational consequence of such soft
and numerous DR? Very light fields often have their in-
teractions enhanced (suppressed) at high (low) energies.
This is the case for neutrinos, that have Fermi-type in-
teractions with atomic constituents, as well as of axions
that have e↵ective dimension 5 interactions with fermions
and gauge bosons. This type of DR would be impossible
or very di�cult to see directly. There is, however, one
class of new fields comprising DR that can manifest their
interactions at low energies and low densities. These are
light vector particles (often called dark photons), A0, that

develop mixing angles with ordinary photons, ✏F 0
µ⌫Fµ⌫

[13]. The apparent number counts of the CMB radiation
can be modified by photon/dark photon oscillations:
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where PA!A = 1 � PA!A0 is the photon survival prob-
ability, while PA0!A is the probability of A0 ! A oscil-
lation. Previously the constraints on the {mA0 , ✏} pa-
rameter space were derived [14, 15] using COBE-FIRAS
data [16] (that is, considering the depletion of CMB pho-
tons due to the first term in eq. (4)). The point of the
present paper is that the RJ tail of the CMB can get
a significant boost due to the second term in (4) with-
out contradicting the COBE measurement. While the
reliable extraction of the primordial contribution to the
RJ tail is challenging due to significant foregrounds, the
physics of the 21 cm line can provide a useful tool to probe
DR through the apparent modification of the low-energy
tail of the CMB.

The EDGES experiment has recently presented a ten-
tative detection of the 21 cm absorption signal coming
from the interval of redshifts z = 15 � 20 [17]. The
strength of the absorption signal is expected to be pro-
portional to 1 � T

CMB

/Ts [18], where T
CMB

counts the
number of CMB photons interacting with the two-level
hydrogen hyperfine system, and Ts is the spin tempera-
ture. The relevant photon energy is !

0

= 5.9 µeV, and
photons with this energy at the redshift of z = 17 reside
deep within the RJ tail, x

0

⌘ !
0

/T
CMB

= 1.4 ⇥ 10�3.
This corresponds to much lower energy than direct mea-
surements such as COBE-FIRAS, that measures above
x = 0.23 [16], and ARCADE 2, which probes as low
as x = 0.053 (and finds an excess above the CMB pre-
diction) [19]. There are also earlier measurements that
constrain x ⇠ 0.02 � 0.04, although with larger uncer-
tainties [20, 21].

The locations of the left and right boundaries of the
claimed EDGES signal agree rather well with standard
cosmological expectations, but the amount of absorption
seems to indicate a more negative 1� T

CMB

/Ts temper-
ature contrast than expected. Given that the spin tem-
perature Ts cannot drop below the baryon temperature
Tb, a naive interpretation of this result could consist in
lower-than-expected Tb, or higher T

CMB

. Together with
related prior work [22, 23], a number of possible mod-
els were suggested [24–28], most of which have di�culty
to pass other constraints, [29–34]. The mechanism that
we point out, oscillation of non-thermal DR into visible
photons, can accommodate the EDGES result without
being challenged by other constraints. In the rest of this
paper, we provide more details on the suggested mecha-
nism, and identify the region of parameter space where
21 cm physics can provide the most sensitive probe of
DR.
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Cosmological surprises

Existence of dark matter and dark energy calls into 
question whether there are other dark components:

Dark forces? Dark radiation? 

Energy balance 
chart, z=0
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Is there a similar chart for number 
densities? Looks very different

Atoms
In Energy chart they are
4%. In number density 
chart ~ 5 ×10-10 relative to g

We have no idea about DM number densities. (WIMPs ~ 10-8 cm-3; 
axions ~ 109 cm-3. Dark Radiation – Who knows! Can be dominant 
while being a subdominant component of r). 

Number density chart for axionic universe:    

DR can be present in A. large number of quanta, B. be negligible in the 
energy balance, C. Can affect CMB and 21 cm due to coupling to g

g

n

DM

DR

axions
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After stars formed in the early Universe, their ultraviolet light is 
expected, eventually, to have penetrated the primordial hydrogen 
gas and altered the excitation state of its 21-centimetre hyperfine 
line. This alteration would cause the gas to absorb photons from 
the cosmic microwave background, producing a spectral distortion 
that should be observable today at radio frequencies of less than  
200 megahertz1. Here we report the detection of a flattened 
absorption profile in the sky-averaged radio spectrum, which is 
centred at a frequency of 78 megahertz and has a best-fitting full-
width at half-maximum of 19 megahertz and an amplitude of 0.5 
kelvin. The profile is largely consistent with expectations for the 
21-centimetre signal induced by early stars; however, the best-fitting 
amplitude of the profile is more than a factor of two greater than 
the largest predictions2. This discrepancy suggests that either the 
primordial gas was much colder than expected or the background 
radiation temperature was hotter than expected. Astrophysical 
phenomena (such as radiation from stars and stellar remnants) are 
unlikely to account for this discrepancy; of the proposed extensions 
to the standard model of cosmology and particle physics, only 
cooling of the gas as a result of interactions between dark matter 
and baryons seems to explain the observed amplitude3. The low-
frequency edge of the observed profile indicates that stars existed 
and had produced a background of Lyman-α photons by 180 million 
years after the Big Bang. The high-frequency edge indicates that 
the gas was heated to above the radiation temperature less than 
100 million years later.

Observations with the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of 
Reionization Signature (EDGES) low-band instruments, which began 
in August 2015, were used to detect the absorption profile. Each of the 
two low-band instruments consists of a radio receiver and a zenith- 
pointing, single-polarization dipole antenna. Spectra of the brightness 
temperature of the radio-frequency sky noise, spatially averaged over 
the large beams of the instruments, were recorded between 50 MHz 
and 100 MHz. Raw spectra were calibrated, filtered and integrated over 
 hundreds of hours. Automated measurements of the reflection coeffi-
cients of the antennas were performed in the field. Other measurements  
were performed in the laboratory, including of the noise waves and 
reflection coefficients of the low-noise amplifiers and additional  
calibration constants. Details of the instruments, calibration, verifica-
tion and model fitting are described in Methods.

In Fig. 1 we summarize the detection. It shows the spectrum 
observed by one of the instruments and the results of model fits. 
Galactic synchrotron emission dominates the observed sky noise, 
 yielding a power-law spectral profile that decreases from about 
5,000 K at 50 MHz to about 1,000 K at 100 MHz for the high Galactic 
latitudes shown. Fitting and removing the Galactic emission and  
ionospheric contributions from the spectrum using a five-term,  
physically motivated foreground model (equation (1) in Methods) 
results in a residual with a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) of 0.087 K.  

The absorption profile is found by fitting the integrated spectrum 
with the foreground model and a model for the 21-cm signal  
simultaneously. The best-fitting 21-cm model yields a symmetric 
U-shaped absorption profile that is centred at a frequency of 
78 ±  1 MHz and has a full-width at half- maximum of −

+19 MHz2
4 , an 

amplitude of . − .+ .0 5 K0 2
0 5  and a flattening factor of τ= −

+7 3
5 (where the 

bounds provide 99% confidence intervals including estimates of  
systematic uncertainties; see Methods for model definition). 
Uncertainties in the parameters of the fitted profile are estimated 
from statistical uncertainty in the model fits and from  systematic 
differences between the various validation trials that were performed 
using observations from both instruments and several  different data 
cuts. The 99% confidence intervals that we report are calculated as 
the outer bounds of (1) the marginalized statistical 99% confidence 
intervals from fits to the primary dataset and (2) the range of best- 
fitting values for each parameter across the validation trials. Fitting 
with both the foreground and 21-cm models lowers the residuals to 
an r.m.s. of 0.025 K. The fit shown in Fig. 1 has a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 37, calculated as the best-fitting amplitude of the profile divided 
by the statistical uncertainty of the amplitude fit, including the cova-
riance between model parameters. Additional analyses of the 
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Figure 1 | Summary of detection. a, Measured spectrum for the reference 
dataset after filtering for data quality and radio-frequency interference. 
The spectrum is dominated by Galactic synchrotron emission.  
b, c, Residuals after fitting and removing only the foreground  
model (b) or the foreground and 21-cm models (c). d, Recovered  
model profile of the 21-cm absorption, with a signal-to-noise  
ratio of 37, amplitude of 0.53 K, centre frequency of 78.1 MHz and  
width of 18.7 MHz. e, Sum of the 21-cm model (d) and its residuals (c).
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expected, eventually, to have penetrated the primordial hydrogen 
gas and altered the excitation state of its 21-centimetre hyperfine 
line. This alteration would cause the gas to absorb photons from 
the cosmic microwave background, producing a spectral distortion 
that should be observable today at radio frequencies of less than  
200 megahertz1. Here we report the detection of a flattened 
absorption profile in the sky-averaged radio spectrum, which is 
centred at a frequency of 78 megahertz and has a best-fitting full-
width at half-maximum of 19 megahertz and an amplitude of 0.5 
kelvin. The profile is largely consistent with expectations for the 
21-centimetre signal induced by early stars; however, the best-fitting 
amplitude of the profile is more than a factor of two greater than 
the largest predictions2. This discrepancy suggests that either the 
primordial gas was much colder than expected or the background 
radiation temperature was hotter than expected. Astrophysical 
phenomena (such as radiation from stars and stellar remnants) are 
unlikely to account for this discrepancy; of the proposed extensions 
to the standard model of cosmology and particle physics, only 
cooling of the gas as a result of interactions between dark matter 
and baryons seems to explain the observed amplitude3. The low-
frequency edge of the observed profile indicates that stars existed 
and had produced a background of Lyman-α photons by 180 million 
years after the Big Bang. The high-frequency edge indicates that 
the gas was heated to above the radiation temperature less than 
100 million years later.

Observations with the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of 
Reionization Signature (EDGES) low-band instruments, which began 
in August 2015, were used to detect the absorption profile. Each of the 
two low-band instruments consists of a radio receiver and a zenith- 
pointing, single-polarization dipole antenna. Spectra of the brightness 
temperature of the radio-frequency sky noise, spatially averaged over 
the large beams of the instruments, were recorded between 50 MHz 
and 100 MHz. Raw spectra were calibrated, filtered and integrated over 
 hundreds of hours. Automated measurements of the reflection coeffi-
cients of the antennas were performed in the field. Other measurements  
were performed in the laboratory, including of the noise waves and 
reflection coefficients of the low-noise amplifiers and additional  
calibration constants. Details of the instruments, calibration, verifica-
tion and model fitting are described in Methods.

In Fig. 1 we summarize the detection. It shows the spectrum 
observed by one of the instruments and the results of model fits. 
Galactic synchrotron emission dominates the observed sky noise, 
 yielding a power-law spectral profile that decreases from about 
5,000 K at 50 MHz to about 1,000 K at 100 MHz for the high Galactic 
latitudes shown. Fitting and removing the Galactic emission and  
ionospheric contributions from the spectrum using a five-term,  
physically motivated foreground model (equation (1) in Methods) 
results in a residual with a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) of 0.087 K.  

The absorption profile is found by fitting the integrated spectrum 
with the foreground model and a model for the 21-cm signal  
simultaneously. The best-fitting 21-cm model yields a symmetric 
U-shaped absorption profile that is centred at a frequency of 
78 ±  1 MHz and has a full-width at half- maximum of −

+19 MHz2
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0 5  and a flattening factor of τ= −
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bounds provide 99% confidence intervals including estimates of  
systematic uncertainties; see Methods for model definition). 
Uncertainties in the parameters of the fitted profile are estimated 
from statistical uncertainty in the model fits and from  systematic 
differences between the various validation trials that were performed 
using observations from both instruments and several  different data 
cuts. The 99% confidence intervals that we report are calculated as 
the outer bounds of (1) the marginalized statistical 99% confidence 
intervals from fits to the primary dataset and (2) the range of best- 
fitting values for each parameter across the validation trials. Fitting 
with both the foreground and 21-cm models lowers the residuals to 
an r.m.s. of 0.025 K. The fit shown in Fig. 1 has a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 37, calculated as the best-fitting amplitude of the profile divided 
by the statistical uncertainty of the amplitude fit, including the cova-
riance between model parameters. Additional analyses of the 
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Figure 1 | Summary of detection. a, Measured spectrum for the reference 
dataset after filtering for data quality and radio-frequency interference. 
The spectrum is dominated by Galactic synchrotron emission.  
b, c, Residuals after fitting and removing only the foreground  
model (b) or the foreground and 21-cm models (c). d, Recovered  
model profile of the 21-cm absorption, with a signal-to-noise  
ratio of 37, amplitude of 0.53 K, centre frequency of 78.1 MHz and  
width of 18.7 MHz. e, Sum of the 21-cm model (d) and its residuals (c).
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expected, eventually, to have penetrated the primordial hydrogen 
gas and altered the excitation state of its 21-centimetre hyperfine 
line. This alteration would cause the gas to absorb photons from 
the cosmic microwave background, producing a spectral distortion 
that should be observable today at radio frequencies of less than  
200 megahertz1. Here we report the detection of a flattened 
absorption profile in the sky-averaged radio spectrum, which is 
centred at a frequency of 78 megahertz and has a best-fitting full-
width at half-maximum of 19 megahertz and an amplitude of 0.5 
kelvin. The profile is largely consistent with expectations for the 
21-centimetre signal induced by early stars; however, the best-fitting 
amplitude of the profile is more than a factor of two greater than 
the largest predictions2. This discrepancy suggests that either the 
primordial gas was much colder than expected or the background 
radiation temperature was hotter than expected. Astrophysical 
phenomena (such as radiation from stars and stellar remnants) are 
unlikely to account for this discrepancy; of the proposed extensions 
to the standard model of cosmology and particle physics, only 
cooling of the gas as a result of interactions between dark matter 
and baryons seems to explain the observed amplitude3. The low-
frequency edge of the observed profile indicates that stars existed 
and had produced a background of Lyman-α photons by 180 million 
years after the Big Bang. The high-frequency edge indicates that 
the gas was heated to above the radiation temperature less than 
100 million years later.

Observations with the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of 
Reionization Signature (EDGES) low-band instruments, which began 
in August 2015, were used to detect the absorption profile. Each of the 
two low-band instruments consists of a radio receiver and a zenith- 
pointing, single-polarization dipole antenna. Spectra of the brightness 
temperature of the radio-frequency sky noise, spatially averaged over 
the large beams of the instruments, were recorded between 50 MHz 
and 100 MHz. Raw spectra were calibrated, filtered and integrated over 
 hundreds of hours. Automated measurements of the reflection coeffi-
cients of the antennas were performed in the field. Other measurements  
were performed in the laboratory, including of the noise waves and 
reflection coefficients of the low-noise amplifiers and additional  
calibration constants. Details of the instruments, calibration, verifica-
tion and model fitting are described in Methods.

In Fig. 1 we summarize the detection. It shows the spectrum 
observed by one of the instruments and the results of model fits. 
Galactic synchrotron emission dominates the observed sky noise, 
 yielding a power-law spectral profile that decreases from about 
5,000 K at 50 MHz to about 1,000 K at 100 MHz for the high Galactic 
latitudes shown. Fitting and removing the Galactic emission and  
ionospheric contributions from the spectrum using a five-term,  
physically motivated foreground model (equation (1) in Methods) 
results in a residual with a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) of 0.087 K.  

The absorption profile is found by fitting the integrated spectrum 
with the foreground model and a model for the 21-cm signal  
simultaneously. The best-fitting 21-cm model yields a symmetric 
U-shaped absorption profile that is centred at a frequency of 
78 ±  1 MHz and has a full-width at half- maximum of −
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4 , an 

amplitude of . − .+ .0 5 K0 2
0 5  and a flattening factor of τ= −
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bounds provide 99% confidence intervals including estimates of  
systematic uncertainties; see Methods for model definition). 
Uncertainties in the parameters of the fitted profile are estimated 
from statistical uncertainty in the model fits and from  systematic 
differences between the various validation trials that were performed 
using observations from both instruments and several  different data 
cuts. The 99% confidence intervals that we report are calculated as 
the outer bounds of (1) the marginalized statistical 99% confidence 
intervals from fits to the primary dataset and (2) the range of best- 
fitting values for each parameter across the validation trials. Fitting 
with both the foreground and 21-cm models lowers the residuals to 
an r.m.s. of 0.025 K. The fit shown in Fig. 1 has a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 37, calculated as the best-fitting amplitude of the profile divided 
by the statistical uncertainty of the amplitude fit, including the cova-
riance between model parameters. Additional analyses of the 
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Figure 1 | Summary of detection. a, Measured spectrum for the reference 
dataset after filtering for data quality and radio-frequency interference. 
The spectrum is dominated by Galactic synchrotron emission.  
b, c, Residuals after fitting and removing only the foreground  
model (b) or the foreground and 21-cm models (c). d, Recovered  
model profile of the 21-cm absorption, with a signal-to-noise  
ratio of 37, amplitude of 0.53 K, centre frequency of 78.1 MHz and  
width of 18.7 MHz. e, Sum of the 21-cm model (d) and its residuals (c).
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observations using restricted spectral bands yield nearly identical 
best-fitting absorption profiles, with the highest signal-to-noise ratio 
reaching 52. In Fig. 2 we show representative cases of these fits.

We performed numerous hardware and processing tests to validate 
the detection. The 21-cm absorption profile is observed in data that 
span nearly two years and can be extracted at all local solar times and 
at all local sidereal times. It is detected by two identically designed 
instruments operated at the same site and located 150 m apart, and 
even after several hardware modifications to the instruments, includ-
ing orthogonal orientations of one of the antennas. Similar results for 
the absorption profile are obtained by using two independent pro-
cessing pipelines, which we tested using simulated data. The profile is 
detected using data processed via two different calibration techniques:  
absolute calibration and an additional differencing-based post- 
calibration process that reduces some possible instrumental errors. It 
is also detected using several sets of calibration solutions derived from 
 multiple laboratory measurements of the receivers and using  multiple 
on-site measurements of the reflection coefficients of the antennas. 
We modelled the sensitivity of the detection to several possible  
calibration errors and in all cases recovered profile amplitudes that 
are within the reported confidence range, as summarized in Table 1.  
An EDGES high-band instrument operates between 90 MHz and 
200 MHz at the same site using a nearly identical receiver and a scaled 
version of the low-band antennas. It does not produce a similar  feature 
at the scaled frequencies4. Analysis of radio-frequency interference 
in the observations, including in the FM radio band, shows that  
the absorption profile is inconsistent with typical spectral contribu-
tions from these sources.

We are not aware of any alternative astronomical or atmospheric 
mechanisms that are capable of producing the observed profile. H ii 
regions in the Galaxy have increasing optical depth with wavelength, 
blocking more background emission at lower frequencies, but they 
are observed primarily along the Galactic plane and generate mono-
tonic spectral profiles at the observed frequencies. Radio-frequency 
recombination lines in the Galactic plane create a ‘picket fence’ of 
narrow absorption lines separated by approximately 0.5 MHz at the 
observed frequencies5, but these lines are easy to identify and filter 
in the EDGES observations. The Earth’s ionosphere weakly absorbs 
radio signals at the observed frequencies and emits thermal radiation 
from hot electrons, but models and observations imply a broadband 
effect that varies depending on the ionospheric conditions6,7, including 
diurnal changes in the total electron content. This effect is fitted by 
our foreground model. Molecules of the hydroxyl radical and nitric 
oxide have spectral lines in the observed band and are present in the 
atmosphere, but the densities and line strengths are too low to produce 
substantial absorption.

The 21-cm line has a rest-frame frequency of 1,420 MHz. Expansion 
of the Universe redshifts the line to the observed band according to 
ν =  1,420/(1 +  z) MHz, where z is the redshift, which maps uniquely 
to the age of the Universe. The observed absorption profile is the con-
tinuous superposition of lines from gas across the observed redshift 
range and cosmological volume; hence, the shape of the profile traces 
the history of the gas across cosmic time and is not the result of the 

properties of an individual cloud. The observed absorption profile is 
centred at z ≈  17 and spans approximately 20 >  z >  15.

The intensity of the observable 21-cm signal from the early 
Universe is given as a brightness temperature relative to the micro-
wave background8:
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where xHi is the fraction of neutral hydrogen, Ωm and Ωb are the matter 
and baryon densities, respectively, in units of the critical density for a 
flat universe, h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1, 
TR is the temperature of the background radiation, usually assumed to 
be from the background produced by the afterglow of the Big Bang, 
TS is the 21-cm spin temperature that defines the relative population 
of the hyperfine energy levels, and the factor of 0.023 K comes from 
atomic-line physics and the average gas density. The spin temperature 
is affected by the absorption of microwave photons, which couples TS 
to TR, as well as by resonant scattering of Lyman-α  photons and atomic 
collisions, both of which couple TS to the kinetic temperature of the 
gas TG.

The temperatures of the gas and the background radiation are 
 coupled in the early Universe through Compton scattering. This 
 coupling becomes ineffective in numerical models9,10 at z ≈  150, 
after which primordial gas cools adiabatically. In the absence of 
stars or non-standard physics, the gas temperature is expected to be 
9.3 K at z =  20, falling to 5.4 K at z =  15. The radiation temperature 
decreases more slowly owing to cosmological expansion, following 
T0(1 + z) with T0 =  2.725, and so is 57.2 K and 43.6 K at the same  
redshifts,  respectively. The spin temperature is initially coupled to the 
gas temperature as the gas cools below the radiation temperature, but 
eventually the decreasing density of the gas is insufficient to main-
tain this coupling and the spin temperature returns to the radiation 
temperature.
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Figure 2 | Best-fitting 21-cm absorption profiles for each hardware case. 
Each profile for the brightness temperature T21 is added to its residuals and 
plotted against the redshift z and the corresponding age of the Universe. 
The thick black line is the model fit for the hardware and analysis 
configuration with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (equal to 52; H2;  
see Methods), processed using 60–99 MHz and a four-term polynomial 
(see equation (2) in Methods) for the foreground model. The thin solid 
lines are the best fits from each of the other hardware configurations  
(H1, H3–H6). The dash-dotted line (P8), which extends to z >  26, is 
reproduced from Fig. 1e and uses the same data as for the thick black line 
(H2), but a different foreground model and the full frequency band.

Table 1 | Sensitivity to possible calibration errors

Error source
Estimated  
uncertainty

Modelled 
error level

Recovered  
amplitude (K)

LNA S11 magnitude 0.1 dB 1.0 dB 0.51
LNA S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
Antenna S11 magnitude 0.02 dB 0.2 dB 0.50
Antenna S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
No loss correction N/A N/A 0.51
No beam correction N/A N/A 0.48

The estimated uncertainty for each case is based on empirical values from laboratory 
 measurements and repeatability tests. Modelled error levels were chosen conservatively to 
be five and ten times larger than the estimated uncertainties for the phases and magnitudes, 
 respectively. LNA, low-noise amplifier; S11, input reflection coefficient; N/A, not applicable.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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EDGES result: too strong? 
• The brightness of absorption/emission line: 

• Notice that these are all measured cosmological parameters, except 
the spin temperature, but it cannot drop below baryonic temperature

• EDGES (and everyone else) expected their result to be between -0.3 
and 0 K. They got  –0.6 K.

• The result is obviously important – first claimed detection of cosmic 
21 cm. Moreover, if they are right about the strength of the coupling it 
is nothing but revolutionary, as “normal” LCDM cannot provide it.  
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observations using restricted spectral bands yield nearly identical 
best-fitting absorption profiles, with the highest signal-to-noise ratio 
reaching 52. In Fig. 2 we show representative cases of these fits.

We performed numerous hardware and processing tests to validate 
the detection. The 21-cm absorption profile is observed in data that 
span nearly two years and can be extracted at all local solar times and 
at all local sidereal times. It is detected by two identically designed 
instruments operated at the same site and located 150 m apart, and 
even after several hardware modifications to the instruments, includ-
ing orthogonal orientations of one of the antennas. Similar results for 
the absorption profile are obtained by using two independent pro-
cessing pipelines, which we tested using simulated data. The profile is 
detected using data processed via two different calibration techniques:  
absolute calibration and an additional differencing-based post- 
calibration process that reduces some possible instrumental errors. It 
is also detected using several sets of calibration solutions derived from 
 multiple laboratory measurements of the receivers and using  multiple 
on-site measurements of the reflection coefficients of the antennas. 
We modelled the sensitivity of the detection to several possible  
calibration errors and in all cases recovered profile amplitudes that 
are within the reported confidence range, as summarized in Table 1.  
An EDGES high-band instrument operates between 90 MHz and 
200 MHz at the same site using a nearly identical receiver and a scaled 
version of the low-band antennas. It does not produce a similar  feature 
at the scaled frequencies4. Analysis of radio-frequency interference 
in the observations, including in the FM radio band, shows that  
the absorption profile is inconsistent with typical spectral contribu-
tions from these sources.

We are not aware of any alternative astronomical or atmospheric 
mechanisms that are capable of producing the observed profile. H ii 
regions in the Galaxy have increasing optical depth with wavelength, 
blocking more background emission at lower frequencies, but they 
are observed primarily along the Galactic plane and generate mono-
tonic spectral profiles at the observed frequencies. Radio-frequency 
recombination lines in the Galactic plane create a ‘picket fence’ of 
narrow absorption lines separated by approximately 0.5 MHz at the 
observed frequencies5, but these lines are easy to identify and filter 
in the EDGES observations. The Earth’s ionosphere weakly absorbs 
radio signals at the observed frequencies and emits thermal radiation 
from hot electrons, but models and observations imply a broadband 
effect that varies depending on the ionospheric conditions6,7, including 
diurnal changes in the total electron content. This effect is fitted by 
our foreground model. Molecules of the hydroxyl radical and nitric 
oxide have spectral lines in the observed band and are present in the 
atmosphere, but the densities and line strengths are too low to produce 
substantial absorption.

The 21-cm line has a rest-frame frequency of 1,420 MHz. Expansion 
of the Universe redshifts the line to the observed band according to 
ν =  1,420/(1 +  z) MHz, where z is the redshift, which maps uniquely 
to the age of the Universe. The observed absorption profile is the con-
tinuous superposition of lines from gas across the observed redshift 
range and cosmological volume; hence, the shape of the profile traces 
the history of the gas across cosmic time and is not the result of the 

properties of an individual cloud. The observed absorption profile is 
centred at z ≈  17 and spans approximately 20 >  z >  15.

The intensity of the observable 21-cm signal from the early 
Universe is given as a brightness temperature relative to the micro-
wave background8:
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where xHi is the fraction of neutral hydrogen, Ωm and Ωb are the matter 
and baryon densities, respectively, in units of the critical density for a 
flat universe, h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1, 
TR is the temperature of the background radiation, usually assumed to 
be from the background produced by the afterglow of the Big Bang, 
TS is the 21-cm spin temperature that defines the relative population 
of the hyperfine energy levels, and the factor of 0.023 K comes from 
atomic-line physics and the average gas density. The spin temperature 
is affected by the absorption of microwave photons, which couples TS 
to TR, as well as by resonant scattering of Lyman-α  photons and atomic 
collisions, both of which couple TS to the kinetic temperature of the 
gas TG.

The temperatures of the gas and the background radiation are 
 coupled in the early Universe through Compton scattering. This 
 coupling becomes ineffective in numerical models9,10 at z ≈  150, 
after which primordial gas cools adiabatically. In the absence of 
stars or non-standard physics, the gas temperature is expected to be 
9.3 K at z =  20, falling to 5.4 K at z =  15. The radiation temperature 
decreases more slowly owing to cosmological expansion, following 
T0(1 + z) with T0 =  2.725, and so is 57.2 K and 43.6 K at the same  
redshifts,  respectively. The spin temperature is initially coupled to the 
gas temperature as the gas cools below the radiation temperature, but 
eventually the decreasing density of the gas is insufficient to main-
tain this coupling and the spin temperature returns to the radiation 
temperature.
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Figure 2 | Best-fitting 21-cm absorption profiles for each hardware case. 
Each profile for the brightness temperature T21 is added to its residuals and 
plotted against the redshift z and the corresponding age of the Universe. 
The thick black line is the model fit for the hardware and analysis 
configuration with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (equal to 52; H2;  
see Methods), processed using 60–99 MHz and a four-term polynomial 
(see equation (2) in Methods) for the foreground model. The thin solid 
lines are the best fits from each of the other hardware configurations  
(H1, H3–H6). The dash-dotted line (P8), which extends to z >  26, is 
reproduced from Fig. 1e and uses the same data as for the thick black line 
(H2), but a different foreground model and the full frequency band.

Table 1 | Sensitivity to possible calibration errors

Error source
Estimated  
uncertainty

Modelled 
error level

Recovered  
amplitude (K)

LNA S11 magnitude 0.1 dB 1.0 dB 0.51
LNA S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
Antenna S11 magnitude 0.02 dB 0.2 dB 0.50
Antenna S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
No loss correction N/A N/A 0.51
No beam correction N/A N/A 0.48

The estimated uncertainty for each case is based on empirical values from laboratory 
 measurements and repeatability tests. Modelled error levels were chosen conservatively to 
be five and ten times larger than the estimated uncertainties for the phases and magnitudes, 
 respectively. LNA, low-noise amplifier; S11, input reflection coefficient; N/A, not applicable.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.



Speculations aimed to explain EDGES
“DM does it to me”? But it cannot be “normal” WIMP or axion with the 
interactions that are too weak. 

• Approach 1: Cool the baryonic kinetic temperature even more. (90% 
of attempts, Barkana; Munoz, Loeb et al; …) . Typically need DM-
atom cross section to be enhanced as s ~ s 0 v-4, which is Coulomb-
like dependence. Implication: a significant fraction of DM has a 
millicharge. Not clear if these models survive all the constraints. (See 
also earlier paper Tashiro, Kadota, Silk, 2014) 

• Approach 2: Make more photons that can mediate F=0, F=1 
transitions prior to z=20. (That would raise “effective” TCMB at the IR 
(or we call it RJ) tail). I.e. need a specific IR distortion of the CMB. 
Almost impossible to arrange due to DM decay straight into photons.

• Approach 3: Decouple protons from CMB earlier (Falkowski’s talk)
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CMB Planckian spectrum

• The Rayleigh-Jeans part of the spectrum at x ~ 10-3 is not 
measured – dominated by the foreground + diffuse emission. Part 
of it could be primordial. 

• Yet there is a very important application/use of this part, as a 
background line for the hydrogen h.f. transition (aka 21 cm)

2

the expectations of the standard cosmology. Non-thermal
Dark Radiation (DR) is considered in the literature less
often, although many processes occurring solely in the
dark sector may lead to its appearance.

In recent papers [9, 10], interacting DR was examined
in the regime where the individual quanta are much fewer
in number but much harder in frequency than the typical
CMB photons, !

DR

� !
CMB

; n
DR

⌧ n
CMB

, but such
that the Neff constraint is satisfied. This type of DR
may arise as a consequence of the late decays or annihi-
lations of massive DM particles. In this paper we study
the alternative, a much softer than CMB, but more nu-
merous DR quanta,

!
DR
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, n
DR

> n
RJ

, !
DR

n
DR

⌧ ⇢
tot

. (1)

In this formula, ⇢
tot

stands for the total energy density
of radiation and DM, n

DR

is the number density of DR
quanta, while n

RJ

represents the low-energy Rayleigh-
Jeans (RJ) tail of the standard CMB Planck distribution,

n
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, h̄ = c = k = 1 units , (2)

where we find it convenient to define the normalized
photon frequency, x ⌘ !/T

CMB

, which is redshift-
independent. In this formula, n

CMB

= 2⇣(3)/⇡2 T 3

CMB

'
0.24T 3

CMB

is the full Planckian number density, while
x

max

= !
max

/T
CMB

is a (somewhat arbitrary) maximum
frequency of the low-energy RJ interval, x

max

⌧ 1. If
for example we take x

max

= 2 ⇥ 10�3, then we find
n

RJ

/n
CMB

' 10�6. It is easy to see that the number
density of DR quanta may indeed significantly exceed
n

RJ

. Saturating the constraint on Neff for the DR that
matches the CMB frequencies with x

max

⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�3, or
alternatively letting ⇠ 5% of DM energy density [11, 12]
be converted to DR in the same frequency range after
the CMB decoupling, we arrive at the maximum number
densities given by

n
DR

 1.5 ⇥ 102 n
CMB

, early DR with �N
e↵

= 0.5 ;

n
DR

 3.3 ⇥ 105 n
CMB

, late decay of 0.05 ⇢
DM

. (3)

Thus, soft DR quanta have a potential to outnumber the
RJ CMB photons by up to ⇠ 11 orders of magnitude.

What are the observational consequence of such soft
and numerous DR? Very light fields often have their in-
teractions enhanced (suppressed) at high (low) energies.
This is the case for neutrinos, that have Fermi-type in-
teractions with atomic constituents, as well as of axions
that have e↵ective dimension 5 interactions with fermions
and gauge bosons. This type of DR would be impossible
or very di�cult to see directly. There is, however, one
class of new fields comprising DR that can manifest their
interactions at low energies and low densities. These are
light vector particles (often called dark photons), A0, that

develop mixing angles with ordinary photons, ✏F 0
µ⌫Fµ⌫

[13]. The apparent number counts of the CMB radiation
can be modified by photon/dark photon oscillations:

dnA

d!
! dnA

d!
⇥ PA!A +

dnA0

d!
⇥ PA0!A , (4)

where PA!A = 1 � PA!A0 is the photon survival prob-
ability, while PA0!A is the probability of A0 ! A oscil-
lation. Previously the constraints on the {mA0 , ✏} pa-
rameter space were derived [14, 15] using COBE-FIRAS
data [16] (that is, considering the depletion of CMB pho-
tons due to the first term in eq. (4)). The point of the
present paper is that the RJ tail of the CMB can get
a significant boost due to the second term in (4) with-
out contradicting the COBE measurement. While the
reliable extraction of the primordial contribution to the
RJ tail is challenging due to significant foregrounds, the
physics of the 21 cm line can provide a useful tool to probe
DR through the apparent modification of the low-energy
tail of the CMB.

The EDGES experiment has recently presented a ten-
tative detection of the 21 cm absorption signal coming
from the interval of redshifts z = 15 � 20 [17]. The
strength of the absorption signal is expected to be pro-
portional to 1 � T

CMB

/Ts [18], where T
CMB

counts the
number of CMB photons interacting with the two-level
hydrogen hyperfine system, and Ts is the spin tempera-
ture. The relevant photon energy is !

0

= 5.9 µeV, and
photons with this energy at the redshift of z = 17 reside
deep within the RJ tail, x

0

⌘ !
0

/T
CMB

= 1.4 ⇥ 10�3.
This corresponds to much lower energy than direct mea-
surements such as COBE-FIRAS, that measures above
x = 0.23 [16], and ARCADE 2, which probes as low
as x = 0.053 (and finds an excess above the CMB pre-
diction) [19]. There are also earlier measurements that
constrain x ⇠ 0.02 � 0.04, although with larger uncer-
tainties [20, 21].

The locations of the left and right boundaries of the
claimed EDGES signal agree rather well with standard
cosmological expectations, but the amount of absorption
seems to indicate a more negative 1� T

CMB

/Ts temper-
ature contrast than expected. Given that the spin tem-
perature Ts cannot drop below the baryon temperature
Tb, a naive interpretation of this result could consist in
lower-than-expected Tb, or higher T

CMB

. Together with
related prior work [22, 23], a number of possible mod-
els were suggested [24–28], most of which have di�culty
to pass other constraints, [29–34]. The mechanism that
we point out, oscillation of non-thermal DR into visible
photons, can accommodate the EDGES result without
being challenged by other constraints. In the rest of this
paper, we provide more details on the suggested mecha-
nism, and identify the region of parameter space where
21 cm physics can provide the most sensitive probe of
DR.



How much quanta does RJ tail has?

• Take xmax ~ 2 10-3. The total number of such quanta is relatively small 
relative to nCMB = 0.24 T3, 

nRJ / nCMB ~10-6. 

• What if there existed early DR that we could take to saturate as much 
as Neff = 0.5 or alternatively, there is late decay of DM to DR, and we 
take up to 5% of DM to convert? 

• It is easy to see that one could have 1011 more “dark” quanta in the RJ 
tail without running into problems of too much energy stored in DR. 
Can we make them interacting DR quanta? 
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often, although many processes occurring solely in the
dark sector may lead to its appearance.
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Our proposal
• Step 1: Early (z > 20) decays (either of DM or of another DR species) 

create a nonthermal population of DR dark photons A’. Typical 
multiplicities are larger than nRJ. 

• Step 2: Dark photons can oscillate to normal photons. At some 
redshift zres, a resonant conversion of A’àA occurs. This happens 
when plasma frequency becomes equal to mA’ . 

• Step 3: Enhanced number of RJ quanta are available in the z = 15-20 
window, making a deeper than expected absorption signal. 

New Physics in the Rayleigh-Jeans Tail of the CMB
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We show that despite stringent constraints on the shape of the main part of the CMB spectrum,
there is considerable room for its modification within its Rayleigh-Jeans (RJ) end, ! ⌧ T

CMB

. We
construct explicit New Physics models that give an order one (or larger) increase of power in the RJ
tail, which can be tested by existing and upcoming experiments aiming to detect the cosmological
21 cm emission/absorption signal. This class of models stipulates the decay of unstable particles to
dark photons, A0, that have a small mass, mA0 ⇠ 10�14 � 10�9 eV, non-vanishing mixing angle ✏

with electromagnetism, and energies much smaller than T

CMB

. The non-thermal number density
of dark photons can be many orders of magnitude above the number density of CMB photons, and
even a small probability of A0 ! A oscillations, going down to values of the mixing as small as
✏ ⇠ 10�9, can significantly increase the number of RJ photons. In particular, we show that resonant
oscillations of dark photons into regular photons in the interval of redshifts 20 < z < 1700 can be
invoked as an explanation of the recent tentative observation of a stronger-than-expected absorption
signal of 21 cm photons. We present a model that realizes this possibility, where milli-eV mass dark
matter decays to dark photons, with a lifetime longer than the age of the Universe.

Introduction: Modern cosmology owes much of its
advance to precision observations of the Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background (CMB). By now, both the spectrum
of the CMB and its angular anisotropies are precisely
measured by a number of landmark experiments [1–3].
CMB physics continues its advance [4] into probing both
the standard ⇤CDM model to higher precision and pos-
sible New Physics that can manifest itself in small devia-
tions from theoretical expectations. In addition, a qual-
itatively new cosmological probe, the physics of 21 cm
emission/absorption at the end of the “dark ages,” may
come into play in the very near future [5].

Cosmology has been a vital tool for learning about
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). In partic-
ular, we know that about a quarter of our Universe’s
energy budget is comprised of cold Dark Matter (DM),
which probably cannot be identified with any known par-
ticles or fields. The precision tools of cosmology, on the
other hand, provide serious constraints on the properties
of DM, which instead of coming “alone,” may be a part
of an extended dark sector, comprising new matter and
radiation fields, and potentially new forces. Recent years
have seen a significant increase in studies of dark sectors,
both in connection with terrestrial experiments, and in
cosmological settings [6–8]. Both the spectral shape and
angular anisotropies of the CMB radiation significantly
restrict the amount of additional energy that dark sectors
can deposit into the SM bath, as a function of injection
time.

If such light fields are thermally excited, they can be
detected through their gravitational interaction alone, as
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ACMB
<latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="2mNubSw8PCIGRzQRugo7tCylolQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAgupCQiqLuqG5cVjC20pUwmt+3QyYOZm9IS8isu1Y9xJW5c+CVunLZZaNsDA4dz7p17OF4suELb/jJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffOg9KSiRDJwWSQi2fCoAsFDcJGjgEYsgQaegLo3uJv49SFIxaPwEccxtAPaC3mXM4pa6pilFsIIp/+kEvwsvck6Ztmu2FNYi8TJSZnkqHXMn5YfsSSAEJmgSjUdO8Z2SiVyJiArthIFMWUD2oOmpiENQLXT6c3MOtGKb3UjqV+I1lT9u5HSQKlx4OnJgGJfzXsTcZnXTLB71U55GCcIIZsd6ibCwsiaFGH5XAJDMdaEMsl1Vov1qaQMdV1LM5/5Qx6rPP5olr+o23Lmu1kk7nnluuI8XJSrt3ltBXJEjskpccglqZJ7UiMuYWREnskreTNejHfjw/icja4Y+c4h+Qfj+xc6+aZi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2mNubSw8PCIGRzQRugo7tCylolQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAgupCQiqLuqG5cVjC20pUwmt+3QyYOZm9IS8isu1Y9xJW5c+CVunLZZaNsDA4dz7p17OF4suELb/jJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffOg9KSiRDJwWSQi2fCoAsFDcJGjgEYsgQaegLo3uJv49SFIxaPwEccxtAPaC3mXM4pa6pilFsIIp/+kEvwsvck6Ztmu2FNYi8TJSZnkqHXMn5YfsSSAEJmgSjUdO8Z2SiVyJiArthIFMWUD2oOmpiENQLXT6c3MOtGKb3UjqV+I1lT9u5HSQKlx4OnJgGJfzXsTcZnXTLB71U55GCcIIZsd6ibCwsiaFGH5XAJDMdaEMsl1Vov1qaQMdV1LM5/5Qx6rPP5olr+o23Lmu1kk7nnluuI8XJSrt3ltBXJEjskpccglqZJ7UiMuYWREnskreTNejHfjw/icja4Y+c4h+Qfj+xc6+aZi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2mNubSw8PCIGRzQRugo7tCylolQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAgupCQiqLuqG5cVjC20pUwmt+3QyYOZm9IS8isu1Y9xJW5c+CVunLZZaNsDA4dz7p17OF4suELb/jJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffOg9KSiRDJwWSQi2fCoAsFDcJGjgEYsgQaegLo3uJv49SFIxaPwEccxtAPaC3mXM4pa6pilFsIIp/+kEvwsvck6Ztmu2FNYi8TJSZnkqHXMn5YfsSSAEJmgSjUdO8Z2SiVyJiArthIFMWUD2oOmpiENQLXT6c3MOtGKb3UjqV+I1lT9u5HSQKlx4OnJgGJfzXsTcZnXTLB71U55GCcIIZsd6ibCwsiaFGH5XAJDMdaEMsl1Vov1qaQMdV1LM5/5Qx6rPP5olr+o23Lmu1kk7nnluuI8XJSrt3ltBXJEjskpccglqZJ7UiMuYWREnskreTNejHfjw/icja4Y+c4h+Qfj+xc6+aZi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2mNubSw8PCIGRzQRugo7tCylolQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAgupCQiqLuqG5cVjC20pUwmt+3QyYOZm9IS8isu1Y9xJW5c+CVunLZZaNsDA4dz7p17OF4suELb/jJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffOg9KSiRDJwWSQi2fCoAsFDcJGjgEYsgQaegLo3uJv49SFIxaPwEccxtAPaC3mXM4pa6pilFsIIp/+kEvwsvck6Ztmu2FNYi8TJSZnkqHXMn5YfsSSAEJmgSjUdO8Z2SiVyJiArthIFMWUD2oOmpiENQLXT6c3MOtGKb3UjqV+I1lT9u5HSQKlx4OnJgGJfzXsTcZnXTLB71U55GCcIIZsd6ibCwsiaFGH5XAJDMdaEMsl1Vov1qaQMdV1LM5/5Qx6rPP5olr+o23Lmu1kk7nnluuI8XJSrt3ltBXJEjskpccglqZJ7UiMuYWREnskreTNejHfjw/icja4Y+c4h+Qfj+xc6+aZi</latexit>

ACMB
<latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit>

A0 ! A
<latexit sha1_base64="IJoDbc12cm/oPrTSJ72yT61ZU54=">AAACMnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbQZJUYLQ3aNidqBNpaYiJAAIbOzF5gw+8jMXYRsqP0aS/VbjJWx9Q9sHGALXyeZ5OSce++cHDeSQqNtv1iZufmFxaXscm5ldW19I7+5davDWHGo8lCGqu4yDVIEUEWBEuqRAua7Empu/3Li1wagtAiDGxxF0PJZNxAdwRkaqZ3fbSIMcXonUeCNk/IBbSrR7SFTKryj5XE7X7CL9hT0L3FSUiApKu38Z9MLeexDgFwyrRuOHWErYQoFlzDONWMNEeN91oWGoQHzQbeSaYQx3TeKRzuhMi9AOlW/byTM13rku2bSZ9jTv72J+J/XiLFz1kpEEMUIAZ991IklxZBOeqGeUMBRjgxhXAmTlfIeU4yjae/fzEfeQEQ6jT+c5c+Ztpzf3fwl1ePiedG5PimULtLasmSH7JFD4pBTUiJXpEKqhJN78kCeyLP1aL1ab9b7bDRjpTvb5Aesjy/dfaxF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IJoDbc12cm/oPrTSJ72yT61ZU54=">AAACMnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbQZJUYLQ3aNidqBNpaYiJAAIbOzF5gw+8jMXYRsqP0aS/VbjJWx9Q9sHGALXyeZ5OSce++cHDeSQqNtv1iZufmFxaXscm5ldW19I7+5davDWHGo8lCGqu4yDVIEUEWBEuqRAua7Empu/3Li1wagtAiDGxxF0PJZNxAdwRkaqZ3fbSIMcXonUeCNk/IBbSrR7SFTKryj5XE7X7CL9hT0L3FSUiApKu38Z9MLeexDgFwyrRuOHWErYQoFlzDONWMNEeN91oWGoQHzQbeSaYQx3TeKRzuhMi9AOlW/byTM13rku2bSZ9jTv72J+J/XiLFz1kpEEMUIAZ991IklxZBOeqGeUMBRjgxhXAmTlfIeU4yjae/fzEfeQEQ6jT+c5c+Ztpzf3fwl1ePiedG5PimULtLasmSH7JFD4pBTUiJXpEKqhJN78kCeyLP1aL1ab9b7bDRjpTvb5Aesjy/dfaxF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IJoDbc12cm/oPrTSJ72yT61ZU54=">AAACMnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbQZJUYLQ3aNidqBNpaYiJAAIbOzF5gw+8jMXYRsqP0aS/VbjJWx9Q9sHGALXyeZ5OSce++cHDeSQqNtv1iZufmFxaXscm5ldW19I7+5davDWHGo8lCGqu4yDVIEUEWBEuqRAua7Empu/3Li1wagtAiDGxxF0PJZNxAdwRkaqZ3fbSIMcXonUeCNk/IBbSrR7SFTKryj5XE7X7CL9hT0L3FSUiApKu38Z9MLeexDgFwyrRuOHWErYQoFlzDONWMNEeN91oWGoQHzQbeSaYQx3TeKRzuhMi9AOlW/byTM13rku2bSZ9jTv72J+J/XiLFz1kpEEMUIAZ991IklxZBOeqGeUMBRjgxhXAmTlfIeU4yjae/fzEfeQEQ6jT+c5c+Ztpzf3fwl1ePiedG5PimULtLasmSH7JFD4pBTUiJXpEKqhJN78kCeyLP1aL1ab9b7bDRjpTvb5Aesjy/dfaxF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IJoDbc12cm/oPrTSJ72yT61ZU54=">AAACMnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbQZJUYLQ3aNidqBNpaYiJAAIbOzF5gw+8jMXYRsqP0aS/VbjJWx9Q9sHGALXyeZ5OSce++cHDeSQqNtv1iZufmFxaXscm5ldW19I7+5davDWHGo8lCGqu4yDVIEUEWBEuqRAua7Empu/3Li1wagtAiDGxxF0PJZNxAdwRkaqZ3fbSIMcXonUeCNk/IBbSrR7SFTKryj5XE7X7CL9hT0L3FSUiApKu38Z9MLeexDgFwyrRuOHWErYQoFlzDONWMNEeN91oWGoQHzQbeSaYQx3TeKRzuhMi9AOlW/byTM13rku2bSZ9jTv72J+J/XiLFz1kpEEMUIAZ991IklxZBOeqGeUMBRjgxhXAmTlfIeU4yjae/fzEfeQEQ6jT+c5c+Ztpzf3fwl1ePiedG5PimULtLasmSH7JFD4pBTUiJXpEKqhJN78kCeyLP1aL1ab9b7bDRjpTvb5Aesjy/dfaxF</latexit>

!
<latexit sha1_base64="5G7+B6RrwLkF06Gi5DSJa0I9LaI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIjgrorunFZwWkL7VAymUwbm8eQZIpl6D+4VD/Glbh17be4MW1noW0PBA7n3Ms9OWHCqDau++0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUPLVGHiY8mkaoVIE0YF8Q01jLQSRRAPGWmGg9uJ3xwSpakUD2aUkICjnqAxxchYqdGRnPRQt1xxq+4UcJF4OamAHPVu+acTSZxyIgxmSOu25yYmyJAyFDMyLnVSTRKEB6hH2pYKxIkOsmnaMTyxSgRjqewTBk7VvxsZ4lqPeGgnOTJ9Pe9NxGVeOzXxVZBRkaSGCDw7FKcMGgknX4cRVQQbNrIEYUVtVoj7SCFsbEFLM59FQ5roPP7TLH/JtuXNd7NI/PPqddW7v6jUbvLaiuAIHINT4IFLUAN3oA58gMEjeAav4M15cd6dD+dzNlpw8p1D8A/O1y/yCKBy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5G7+B6RrwLkF06Gi5DSJa0I9LaI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIjgrorunFZwWkL7VAymUwbm8eQZIpl6D+4VD/Glbh17be4MW1noW0PBA7n3Ms9OWHCqDau++0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUPLVGHiY8mkaoVIE0YF8Q01jLQSRRAPGWmGg9uJ3xwSpakUD2aUkICjnqAxxchYqdGRnPRQt1xxq+4UcJF4OamAHPVu+acTSZxyIgxmSOu25yYmyJAyFDMyLnVSTRKEB6hH2pYKxIkOsmnaMTyxSgRjqewTBk7VvxsZ4lqPeGgnOTJ9Pe9NxGVeOzXxVZBRkaSGCDw7FKcMGgknX4cRVQQbNrIEYUVtVoj7SCFsbEFLM59FQ5roPP7TLH/JtuXNd7NI/PPqddW7v6jUbvLaiuAIHINT4IFLUAN3oA58gMEjeAav4M15cd6dD+dzNlpw8p1D8A/O1y/yCKBy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5G7+B6RrwLkF06Gi5DSJa0I9LaI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIjgrorunFZwWkL7VAymUwbm8eQZIpl6D+4VD/Glbh17be4MW1noW0PBA7n3Ms9OWHCqDau++0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUPLVGHiY8mkaoVIE0YF8Q01jLQSRRAPGWmGg9uJ3xwSpakUD2aUkICjnqAxxchYqdGRnPRQt1xxq+4UcJF4OamAHPVu+acTSZxyIgxmSOu25yYmyJAyFDMyLnVSTRKEB6hH2pYKxIkOsmnaMTyxSgRjqewTBk7VvxsZ4lqPeGgnOTJ9Pe9NxGVeOzXxVZBRkaSGCDw7FKcMGgknX4cRVQQbNrIEYUVtVoj7SCFsbEFLM59FQ5roPP7TLH/JtuXNd7NI/PPqddW7v6jUbvLaiuAIHINT4IFLUAN3oA58gMEjeAav4M15cd6dD+dzNlpw8p1D8A/O1y/yCKBy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5G7+B6RrwLkF06Gi5DSJa0I9LaI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIjgrorunFZwWkL7VAymUwbm8eQZIpl6D+4VD/Glbh17be4MW1noW0PBA7n3Ms9OWHCqDau++0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUPLVGHiY8mkaoVIE0YF8Q01jLQSRRAPGWmGg9uJ3xwSpakUD2aUkICjnqAxxchYqdGRnPRQt1xxq+4UcJF4OamAHPVu+acTSZxyIgxmSOu25yYmyJAyFDMyLnVSTRKEB6hH2pYKxIkOsmnaMTyxSgRjqewTBk7VvxsZ4lqPeGgnOTJ9Pe9NxGVeOzXxVZBRkaSGCDw7FKcMGgknX4cRVQQbNrIEYUVtVoj7SCFsbEFLM59FQ5roPP7TLH/JtuXNd7NI/PPqddW7v6jUbvLaiuAIHINT4IFLUAN3oA58gMEjeAav4M15cd6dD+dzNlpw8p1D8A/O1y/yCKBy</latexit>
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FIG. 1. Illustration of our mechanism. The decays of an un-
stable relic, a, which may constitute dark matter, produce
a non-thermal population of soft massive dark photons, A

0

(blue). At some z
res

—after recombination but before the red-
shift relevant for the 21 cm absorption signal—a fraction of
these dark photons is resonantly converted into ordinary pho-
tons (red). The latter add to the CMB photon count (green)
in the RJ tail, resulting in a more negative 1�T

CMB

/Ts tem-
perature contrast.

they would modify the Hubble expansion rate, a↵ect the
outcome of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), and mod-
ify the statistics of the CMB angular anisotropy patterns.
The resulting constraint, purely for historical reasons, is
phrased in terms of the number of e↵ective neutrino de-
grees of freedom which, according to the latest observa-
tional bounds, Neff = 3.04 ± 0.33 [3], is consistent with
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the expectations of the standard cosmology. Non-thermal
Dark Radiation (DR) is considered in the literature less
often, although many processes occurring solely in the
dark sector may lead to its appearance.

In recent papers [9, 10], interacting DR was examined
in the regime where the individual quanta are much fewer
in number but much harder in frequency than the typical
CMB photons, !

DR

� !
CMB

; n
DR

⌧ n
CMB

, but such
that the Neff constraint is satisfied. This type of DR
may arise as a consequence of the late decays or annihi-
lations of massive DM particles. In this paper we study
the alternative, a much softer than CMB, but more nu-
merous DR quanta,

!
DR

⌧ !
CMB

, n
DR

> n
RJ

, !
DR

n
DR

⌧ ⇢
tot

. (1)

In this formula, ⇢
tot

stands for the total energy density
of radiation and DM, n

DR

is the number density of DR
quanta, while n

RJ

represents the low-energy Rayleigh-
Jeans (RJ) tail of the standard CMB Planck distribution,

n
RJ

=
1

⇡2

Z !
max

0

!2d!

exp[!/T ] � 1
' T!2

max

2⇡2

' 0.21x2

max

n
CMB

, h̄ = c = k = 1 units , (2)

where we find it convenient to define the normalized
photon frequency, x ⌘ !/T

CMB

, which is redshift-
independent. In this formula, n

CMB

= 2⇣(3)/⇡2 T 3

CMB

'
0.24T 3

CMB

is the full Planckian number density, while
x

max

= !
max

/T
CMB

is a (somewhat arbitrary) maximum
frequency of the low-energy RJ interval, x

max

⌧ 1. If
for example we take x

max

= 2 ⇥ 10�3, then we find
n

RJ

/n
CMB

' 10�6. It is easy to see that the number
density of DR quanta may indeed significantly exceed
n

RJ

. Saturating the constraint on Neff for the DR that
matches the CMB frequencies with x

max

⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�3, or
alternatively letting ⇠ 5% of DM energy density [11, 12]
be converted to DR in the same frequency range after
the CMB decoupling, we arrive at the maximum number
densities given by

n
DR

 1.5 ⇥ 102 n
CMB

, early DR with �N
e↵

= 0.5 ;

n
DR

 3.3 ⇥ 105 n
CMB

, late decay of 0.05 ⇢
DM

. (3)

Thus, soft DR quanta have a potential to outnumber the
RJ CMB photons by up to ⇠ 11 orders of magnitude.

What are the observational consequence of such soft
and numerous DR? Very light fields often have their in-
teractions enhanced (suppressed) at high (low) energies.
This is the case for neutrinos, that have Fermi-type in-
teractions with atomic constituents, as well as of axions
that have e↵ective dimension 5 interactions with fermions
and gauge bosons. This type of DR would be impossible
or very di�cult to see directly. There is, however, one
class of new fields comprising DR that can manifest their
interactions at low energies and low densities. These are
light vector particles (often called dark photons), A0, that

develop mixing angles with ordinary photons, ✏F 0
µ⌫Fµ⌫

[13]. The apparent number counts of the CMB radiation
can be modified by photon/dark photon oscillations:

dnA

d!
! dnA

d!
⇥ PA!A +

dnA0

d!
⇥ PA0!A , (4)

where PA!A = 1 � PA!A0 is the photon survival prob-
ability, while PA0!A is the probability of A0 ! A oscil-
lation. Previously the constraints on the {mA0 , ✏} pa-
rameter space were derived [14, 15] using COBE-FIRAS
data [16] (that is, considering the depletion of CMB pho-
tons due to the first term in eq. (4)). The point of the
present paper is that the RJ tail of the CMB can get
a significant boost due to the second term in (4) with-
out contradicting the COBE measurement. While the
reliable extraction of the primordial contribution to the
RJ tail is challenging due to significant foregrounds, the
physics of the 21 cm line can provide a useful tool to probe
DR through the apparent modification of the low-energy
tail of the CMB.

The EDGES experiment has recently presented a ten-
tative detection of the 21 cm absorption signal coming
from the interval of redshifts z = 15 � 20 [17]. The
strength of the absorption signal is expected to be pro-
portional to 1 � T

CMB

/Ts [18], where T
CMB

counts the
number of CMB photons interacting with the two-level
hydrogen hyperfine system, and Ts is the spin tempera-
ture. The relevant photon energy is !

0

= 5.9 µeV, and
photons with this energy at the redshift of z = 17 reside
deep within the RJ tail, x

0

⌘ !
0

/T
CMB

= 1.4 ⇥ 10�3.
This corresponds to much lower energy than direct mea-
surements such as COBE-FIRAS, that measures above
x = 0.23 [16], and ARCADE 2, which probes as low
as x = 0.053 (and finds an excess above the CMB pre-
diction) [19]. There are also earlier measurements that
constrain x ⇠ 0.02 � 0.04, although with larger uncer-
tainties [20, 21].

The locations of the left and right boundaries of the
claimed EDGES signal agree rather well with standard
cosmological expectations, but the amount of absorption
seems to indicate a more negative 1� T

CMB

/Ts temper-
ature contrast than expected. Given that the spin tem-
perature Ts cannot drop below the baryon temperature
Tb, a naive interpretation of this result could consist in
lower-than-expected Tb, or higher T

CMB

. Together with
related prior work [22, 23], a number of possible mod-
els were suggested [24–28], most of which have di�culty
to pass other constraints, [29–34]. The mechanism that
we point out, oscillation of non-thermal DR into visible
photons, can accommodate the EDGES result without
being challenged by other constraints. In the rest of this
paper, we provide more details on the suggested mecha-
nism, and identify the region of parameter space where
21 cm physics can provide the most sensitive probe of
DR.



Example model we consider
• Light DM a, decaying to two dark photons via and ALP coupling: 

• Dark photon mixes with EM via “familiar’ kinetic mixing

“direct” decay of DM into photons is very constrained. fa is limited 
above 1010 GeV (and e.g. ta > 1020 tU)
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FIG. 2. Left panel. E↵ective photon mass as function of redshift. In the region marked with diagonal green lines the resonant
oscillation of dark photons into regular photons can modify the 21 cm absorption signal relative to the CMB at z ⇠ 17. Right
panel. Conversion probability as a function of redshift, in the limit PA0!A ⌧ 1 (for large enough ✏ the probability saturates,
PA0!A ⇡ 1). We consider photons with energy x = !/TCMB = 1.4 ⇥ 10�3, which implies a wavelength of 21 cm at z = 17.
The vertical blue band in the two graphs covers the region 15 <⇠ z

<⇠ 20, corresponding to the width of the 21 cm absorption
signal measured by the EDGES experiment. Photons with x ⇠ 10�3 that are injected in the gray region, z >⇠ 1700, are rapidly
absorbed by the plasma.

Decay of unstable relics into dark radiation: The
framework described in the introduction allows for sig-
nificant flexibility with respect to the actual source of
non-thermal soft DR. To give a concrete realization of
the proposed mechanism to increase n

RJ

, we specify a
model of unstable scalar particles, a, that couple to dark
dark photons via an e↵ective dimension five operator,

L =
1

2
(@µa)2 � m2

a

2
a2 +

a

4fa
F 0

µ⌫ F̃
0µ⌫ + LAA0 , (5)

where F̃ 0
µ⌫ = 1

2

✏µ⌫⇢�F⇢�, and the last term describes the
photon-dark photon Lagrangian with corresponding mass
and mixing terms for A0:

LAA0 = �1

4
F 2

µ⌫�1

4
(F 0

µ⌫)
2� ✏

2
Fµ⌫F 0

µ⌫+
1

2
m2

A0(A0
µ)

2 . (6)

We assume that an initial relic abundance of a is present.
The cosmology of a is model-dependent, but to keep our
discussion general we leave the study of a production for
future work.

The decay rate of a ! 2A0 is

�a =
m3

a

64⇡f2

a

=
3 ⇥ 10�4

⌧
U

⇣ ma

10�4 eV

⌘
3

✓
100GeV

fa

◆
2

. (7)

The lifetime, ⌧a = 1/�a, can be either much longer or
much shorter than the present age of the Universe, ⌧

U

⇡
13.8 ⇥ 109 y, depending on the choice of parameters in
(5).

For the case of short lifetimes, ⌧a ⌧ ⌧
U

, we require
that the mass of a is such that at the time of decay, �a ⇠

H(T ), the energy of the resulting A0 matches the CMB
energy in the RJ tail, x ⇠ 10�3. Here, H(T ) is the Hub-
ble expansion rate as a function of photon temperature.
Assuming decays during radiation domination, this con-

dition amounts to g
1/4

⇤ fa ⇠ 105 � 106 GeV(ma/GeV)1/2,
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FIG. 2. Left panel. E↵ective photon mass as function of redshift. In the region marked with diagonal green lines the resonant
oscillation of dark photons into regular photons can modify the 21 cm absorption signal relative to the CMB at z ⇠ 17. Right
panel. Conversion probability as a function of redshift, in the limit PA0!A ⌧ 1 (for large enough ✏ the probability saturates,
PA0!A ⇡ 1). We consider photons with energy x = !/TCMB = 1.4 ⇥ 10�3, which implies a wavelength of 21 cm at z = 17.
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<⇠ 20, corresponding to the width of the 21 cm absorption
signal measured by the EDGES experiment. Photons with x ⇠ 10�3 that are injected in the gray region, z >⇠ 1700, are rapidly
absorbed by the plasma.
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DM. For the remainder of this paper, we will concentrate
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10�5 eV < ma < 10�1 eV, its decay can create significant
modifications to the RJ tail of the CMB spectrum via
A0 ! A oscillations. It is worth noting that this overlaps
the mass range often invoked for axion DM.
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on parameters of (5) and (6) can be divided into two
groups: those that decouple as mA0 ! 0, and those that
persist even in the limit of a massless dark photon. The
stellar energy loss constraint due to A0a pair production
is in this second category, as the in-medium transverse
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FIG. 3. Left panel. We show the values of the DM mass ma that are relevant for 21 cm, as a function of the dark photon
mass (bottom axis) or, equivalently, as a function of resonant redshift z

res

(top axis). In the red region, ma/TCMB

< 2xmin

21

,
implying that the produced photons are too soft to impact 21 cm. In the region above the purple line, DM is heavy enough
that it produces photons at the energies measured precisely by COBE-FIRAS, implying a tight constraint (depending on ✏ and
the a-lifetime). Note that the region delineated by the dotted purple line corresponds to resonant conversion after the redshift
relevant for the 21 cm absorption signal. The vertical orange band shows the region of dark photon mass constrained by black
hole superradiance [35]. The blue star corresponds to the benchmark case (z

res

= 500, ma = 10�3 eV) further explored in
the rest of the figures. Right panel. Comparison between the RJ tail of the CMB (orange) and the energy spectrum of the
photon population generated from the resonant oscillation (solid black). In our benchmark example the resonance took place
at z

res

= 500, and we assume the decaying particle with mass ma = 10�3 eV and lifetime ⌧a = 100⇥ ⌧

U

constitutes the whole
DM in the Universe. For comparison, we also show–rescaled by a factor 10�4–the original number density distribution of dark
photon before resonant oscillation (dotted black). The spectra are plotted as a function of the redshift-independent variable
x = !/T

CMB

, and therefore apply to all redshifts z < z

res

. We choose ✏ = 2.1 ⇥ 10�7, such that the number of photons is
doubled in the window x

min

21

< x < x

max

21

.

where nT is the number density of transverse plasmons
(photons) and mA is the standard plasma frequency,
m2

A = 4⇡↵ne/me. Observing that it has the same
scaling as the emission rate for a pair of Dirac neu-
trinos due to their magnetic moment µ, QA⇤!⌫⌫̄ =
µ2m4

AnT (24⇡)�1 [36, 37], we recast the corresponding
bound µ  3 ⇥ 10�12(e/2me) [38] to obtain

✏ ⇥ f�1

a < 2 ⇥ 10�9 ⇥ GeV�1 . (9)

In addition, the ✏-parameter is limited via A ! A0

oscillations [39], and depends rather sensitively on mA0 .
Stellar energy losses via these oscillations are important
only for the higher mass range of A0, mA0 > 10�5 eV, as
the emission is suppressed by m2

A0/m2

A inside stars, which
is a small parameter [40, 41]. Cosmological A $ A0 os-
cillations may be significant if the resonant condition is
met, mA0 = mA(z), where mA(z) is the plasma mass of
photons at redshift z [14, 15]. In the course of cosmologi-

cal evolution mA(z) ' 1.7⇥10�14 eV⇥ (1+z)3/2X
1/2

e (z)
scans many orders of magnitude; Xe is the free electron
fraction that we take from [15]. For any mA0 in the range
10�14 � 10�9 eV, the resonance happens at some red-
shift, z

res

, within the cosmic dark ages, see the left panel
of Fig. 2. The resonance ensures that the probability of

oscillation is much larger than the vacuum value of ✏2.
Following [14, 42], we take it to be
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d logm2
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We remark that this expression is valid only in the limit
PA0!A ⌧ 1. For large ✏ the probability saturates, and
in such cases we use its full expression. We notice that
the probability of oscillation for RJ photons, x ⇠ 10�3,
can be three orders of magnitude larger than for photons
with x ⇠ 1, due to the !�1 dependence. The redshift
dependence of (10) is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2,
assuming a dark photon energy that is relevant for 21 cm,
x

0

= 1.4 ⇥ 10�3.

Dark age resonance and EDGES signal: For z
abs


1700, the Universe becomes transparent to photons that
are converted into the RJ tail of the CMB, x ⇠ 10�3,
whereas for z > z

abs

these soft photons are e�ciently
absorbed [43]. Therefore, only dark photons with mA <
mA0(z

abs

) ' 10�9 eV—possibly injected at a much ear-
lier epoch—will yield excess radiation at 21 cm. Focusing
on a mono-chromatic injection of A0 with cosmologically
long lifetime ⌧a > ⌧U , the energy spectrum at redshift z
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Why simpler model aà2A does not work
(Fraser et al).

Take a simple axion-type model:

Limits of 109 GeV come from stellar energy losses + direct constraint on 
the coupling by CAST experiment here at CERN.  

But a à 2 A’ à 2 photons may (and will) work due to a large 
enhancement in the A’àA oscillations during propagation due to a 
resonance.
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FIG. 2. Left panel. E↵ective photon mass as function of redshift. In the region marked with diagonal green lines the resonant
oscillation of dark photons into regular photons can modify the 21 cm absorption signal relative to the CMB at z ⇠ 17. Right
panel. Conversion probability as a function of redshift, in the limit PA0!A ⌧ 1 (for large enough ✏ the probability saturates,
PA0!A ⇡ 1). We consider photons with energy x = !/TCMB = 1.4 ⇥ 10�3, which implies a wavelength of 21 cm at z = 17.
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<⇠ 20, corresponding to the width of the 21 cm absorption
signal measured by the EDGES experiment. Photons with x ⇠ 10�3 that are injected in the gray region, z >⇠ 1700, are rapidly
absorbed by the plasma.
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persist even in the limit of a massless dark photon. The
stellar energy loss constraint due to A0a pair production
is in this second category, as the in-medium transverse
modes of photons can decay via A⇤

T ! A0a even in the
mA0 ! 0 limit. We calculate the approximate emission
rate to be
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FIG. 2. Left panel. E↵ective photon mass as function of redshift. In the region marked with diagonal green lines the resonant
oscillation of dark photons into regular photons can modify the 21 cm absorption signal relative to the CMB at z ⇠ 17. Right
panel. Conversion probability as a function of redshift, in the limit PA0!A ⌧ 1 (for large enough ✏ the probability saturates,
PA0!A ⇡ 1). We consider photons with energy x = !/TCMB = 1.4 ⇥ 10�3, which implies a wavelength of 21 cm at z = 17.
The vertical blue band in the two graphs covers the region 15 <⇠ z

<⇠ 20, corresponding to the width of the 21 cm absorption
signal measured by the EDGES experiment. Photons with x ⇠ 10�3 that are injected in the gray region, z >⇠ 1700, are rapidly
absorbed by the plasma.

Decay of unstable relics into dark radiation: The
framework described in the introduction allows for sig-
nificant flexibility with respect to the actual source of
non-thermal soft DR. To give a concrete realization of
the proposed mechanism to increase n

RJ

, we specify a
model of unstable scalar particles, a, that couple to dark
dark photons via an e↵ective dimension five operator,

L =
1

2
(@µa)2 � m2

a

2
a2 +

a

4fa
F 0

µ⌫ F̃
0µ⌫ + LAA0 , (5)

where F̃ 0
µ⌫ = 1

2

✏µ⌫⇢�F⇢�, and the last term describes the
photon-dark photon Lagrangian with corresponding mass
and mixing terms for A0:

LAA0 = �1

4
F 2

µ⌫�1

4
(F 0

µ⌫)
2� ✏

2
Fµ⌫F 0

µ⌫+
1

2
m2

A0(A0
µ)

2 . (6)

We assume that an initial relic abundance of a is present.
The cosmology of a is model-dependent, but to keep our
discussion general we leave the study of a production for
future work.

The decay rate of a ! 2A0 is
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⌧
U
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⌘
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100GeV

fa

◆
2

. (7)

The lifetime, ⌧a = 1/�a, can be either much longer or
much shorter than the present age of the Universe, ⌧

U

⇡
13.8 ⇥ 109 y, depending on the choice of parameters in
(5).

For the case of short lifetimes, ⌧a ⌧ ⌧
U

, we require
that the mass of a is such that at the time of decay, �a ⇠

H(T ), the energy of the resulting A0 matches the CMB
energy in the RJ tail, x ⇠ 10�3. Here, H(T ) is the Hub-
ble expansion rate as a function of photon temperature.
Assuming decays during radiation domination, this con-

dition amounts to g
1/4

⇤ fa ⇠ 105 � 106 GeV(ma/GeV)1/2,
in terms of parameters in (5), where g⇤ is the e↵ective
number of degrees of freedom. If this condition is sat-
isfied, the decays of a to A0 can happen arbitrary early,
but the energy of the A0 still approximately match RJ
photons.
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⌧
U

, is especially attractive as a can also naturally serve as
DM. For the remainder of this paper, we will concentrate
on this possibility. If the mass of a falls in the range
10�5 eV < ma < 10�1 eV, its decay can create significant
modifications to the RJ tail of the CMB spectrum via
A0 ! A oscillations. It is worth noting that this overlaps
the mass range often invoked for axion DM.

A0 $ A oscillations and constraints: All constraints
on parameters of (5) and (6) can be divided into two
groups: those that decouple as mA0 ! 0, and those that
persist even in the limit of a massless dark photon. The
stellar energy loss constraint due to A0a pair production
is in this second category, as the in-medium transverse
modes of photons can decay via A⇤

T ! A0a even in the
mA0 ! 0 limit. We calculate the approximate emission
rate to be

QA⇤!A0a =
✏2m4

AnT

96⇡f2

a

, (8)
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Photon-dark photon mixing
• Polarization operator matrix P for A-A’ system.

• e Fµn Fµn’  à e mA’
2 AµAµ’   is the first step on-shell reduction.

• “Effective mass” matrix P for A-A’ system.

wpl
2(z)           e mA’

2

e mA’
2 mA’

2

wpl << mA’ , vacuum oscillation,  qeff = e (and w2
pl = 4pa ne / me)

wpl >> mA’ , in-medium oscillations, qeff = e × (mA’
2/ wpl

2(z))

Resonance occur when mA’ = wpl (z)



Resonant oscillations
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FIG. 3. Left panel. We show the values of the DM mass ma that are relevant for 21 cm, as a function of the dark photon
mass (bottom axis) or, equivalently, as a function of resonant redshift z

res

(top axis). In the red region, ma/TCMB

< 2xmin

21

,
implying that the produced photons are too soft to impact 21 cm. In the region above the purple line, DM is heavy enough
that it produces photons at the energies measured precisely by COBE-FIRAS, implying a tight constraint (depending on ✏ and
the a-lifetime). Note that the region delineated by the dotted purple line corresponds to resonant conversion after the redshift
relevant for the 21 cm absorption signal. The vertical orange band shows the region of dark photon mass constrained by black
hole superradiance [35]. The blue star corresponds to the benchmark case (z

res

= 500, ma = 10�3 eV) further explored in
the rest of the figures. Right panel. Comparison between the RJ tail of the CMB (orange) and the energy spectrum of the
photon population generated from the resonant oscillation (solid black). In our benchmark example the resonance took place
at z

res

= 500, and we assume the decaying particle with mass ma = 10�3 eV and lifetime ⌧a = 100⇥ ⌧

U

constitutes the whole
DM in the Universe. For comparison, we also show–rescaled by a factor 10�4–the original number density distribution of dark
photon before resonant oscillation (dotted black). The spectra are plotted as a function of the redshift-independent variable
x = !/T

CMB

, and therefore apply to all redshifts z < z

res

. We choose ✏ = 2.1 ⇥ 10�7, such that the number of photons is
doubled in the window x

min

21

< x < x

max

21

.

where nT is the number density of transverse plasmons
(photons) and mA is the standard plasma frequency,
m2

A = 4⇡↵ne/me. Observing that it has the same
scaling as the emission rate for a pair of Dirac neu-
trinos due to their magnetic moment µ, QA⇤!⌫⌫̄ =
µ2m4

AnT (24⇡)�1 [36, 37], we recast the corresponding
bound µ  3 ⇥ 10�12(e/2me) [38] to obtain

✏ ⇥ f�1

a < 2 ⇥ 10�9 ⇥ GeV�1 . (9)

In addition, the ✏-parameter is limited via A ! A0

oscillations [39], and depends rather sensitively on mA0 .
Stellar energy losses via these oscillations are important
only for the higher mass range of A0, mA0 > 10�5 eV, as
the emission is suppressed by m2

A0/m2

A inside stars, which
is a small parameter [40, 41]. Cosmological A $ A0 os-
cillations may be significant if the resonant condition is
met, mA0 = mA(z), where mA(z) is the plasma mass of
photons at redshift z [14, 15]. In the course of cosmologi-

cal evolution mA(z) ' 1.7⇥10�14 eV⇥ (1+z)3/2X
1/2

e (z)
scans many orders of magnitude; Xe is the free electron
fraction that we take from [15]. For any mA0 in the range
10�14 � 10�9 eV, the resonance happens at some red-
shift, z

res

, within the cosmic dark ages, see the left panel
of Fig. 2. The resonance ensures that the probability of

oscillation is much larger than the vacuum value of ✏2.
Following [14, 42], we take it to be

PA!A0 = PA0!A =
⇡✏2m2

A0

!
⇥
����
d logm2

A

dt

����
�1

. (10)

We remark that this expression is valid only in the limit
PA0!A ⌧ 1. For large ✏ the probability saturates, and
in such cases we use its full expression. We notice that
the probability of oscillation for RJ photons, x ⇠ 10�3,
can be three orders of magnitude larger than for photons
with x ⇠ 1, due to the !�1 dependence. The redshift
dependence of (10) is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2,
assuming a dark photon energy that is relevant for 21 cm,
x

0

= 1.4 ⇥ 10�3.

Dark age resonance and EDGES signal: For z
abs


1700, the Universe becomes transparent to photons that
are converted into the RJ tail of the CMB, x ⇠ 10�3,
whereas for z > z

abs

these soft photons are e�ciently
absorbed [43]. Therefore, only dark photons with mA <
mA0(z

abs

) ' 10�9 eV—possibly injected at a much ear-
lier epoch—will yield excess radiation at 21 cm. Focusing
on a mono-chromatic injection of A0 with cosmologically
long lifetime ⌧a > ⌧U , the energy spectrum at redshift z

Considered in detail by Mirrizzi, Redondo, Sigl, 2009 (This is in the 
limit P<<1. For neutrino experts, this corresponds to MSW type 
oscillation with large degree of non-adiabaticity. Treated using the so-
called Landau-Zenner approach, see e.g. S. Parke, 1986 ) 
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scaling as the emission rate for a pair of Dirac neu-
trinos due to their magnetic moment µ, QA⇤!⌫⌫̄ =
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bound µ  3 ⇥ 10�12(e/2me) [38] to obtain
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a < 2 ⇥ 10�9 ⇥ GeV�1 . (9)

In addition, the ✏-parameter is limited via A ! A0

oscillations [39], and depends rather sensitively on mA0 .
Stellar energy losses via these oscillations are important
only for the higher mass range of A0, mA0 > 10�5 eV, as
the emission is suppressed by m2

A0/m2

A inside stars, which
is a small parameter [40, 41]. Cosmological A $ A0 os-
cillations may be significant if the resonant condition is
met, mA0 = mA(z), where mA(z) is the plasma mass of
photons at redshift z [14, 15]. In the course of cosmologi-

cal evolution mA(z) ' 1.7⇥10�14 eV⇥ (1+z)3/2X
1/2

e (z)
scans many orders of magnitude; Xe is the free electron
fraction that we take from [15]. For any mA0 in the range
10�14 � 10�9 eV, the resonance happens at some red-
shift, z
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, within the cosmic dark ages, see the left panel
of Fig. 2. The resonance ensures that the probability of

oscillation is much larger than the vacuum value of ✏2.
Following [14, 42], we take it to be

PA!A0 = PA0!A =
⇡✏2m2
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We remark that this expression is valid only in the limit
PA0!A ⌧ 1. For large ✏ the probability saturates, and
in such cases we use its full expression. We notice that
the probability of oscillation for RJ photons, x ⇠ 10�3,
can be three orders of magnitude larger than for photons
with x ⇠ 1, due to the !�1 dependence. The redshift
dependence of (10) is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2,
assuming a dark photon energy that is relevant for 21 cm,
x

0

= 1.4 ⇥ 10�3.

Dark age resonance and EDGES signal: For z
abs


1700, the Universe becomes transparent to photons that
are converted into the RJ tail of the CMB, x ⇠ 10�3,
whereas for z > z

abs

these soft photons are e�ciently
absorbed [43]. Therefore, only dark photons with mA <
mA0(z

abs

) ' 10�9 eV—possibly injected at a much ear-
lier epoch—will yield excess radiation at 21 cm. Focusing
on a mono-chromatic injection of A0 with cosmologically
long lifetime ⌧a > ⌧U , the energy spectrum at redshift z

Most importantly, P ~ e 2×1010, not P ~ e 2 ! 



Important points:
• DM à gg idea (to e.g. double RJ photon counts) would not work: 

once the stellar constraints are implemented, then there is not enough 
rate to create extra RJ photons

• DM à g’g’ , followed by g’à g idea works because resonant 
conversion probability is huge, P g’à g /e 2 ~ 1010 or more!

• Also, the oscillation probability is ~ w-1, making the probability three 
orders of magnitude larger for 21 cm relevant photons compared to 

x ~ O(1). 

• The resonance is to occur between ~ 20 and 1700. Below – no effect 
on 21 cm, above – absorption of RJ photons by `free-free` processes 
(re-thermalization).



Constraints from spectral CMB 
distortions

• COBE/FIRAS measurement (NP 2006), perfect (1 part is 104) 
spectrum above x = 0.2

• Mixing angles as large as 10-7 are perfectly OK. 
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Figure 1: Exclusion limits for hidden photon (top) and ALP (bottom) couplings to SM photons.
Existing measurements are indicated with gray/blue/dark green shades and white captions.
Expected limits from future measurements are indicated with light green shades and black
captions. The yellow band in the axion plot marks properties of the QCD axion. Red color
indicates theoretical constrains for hidden photon and axion production and expectations for
dark matter and dark radiation (for hidden photons) produced by hidden photons (figures
adapted from [3]).
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DM lifetime vs RJ counts
• Fixing the mass of decaying DM particles [as an example] to 10-3 eV, 

and resonant transition to occur at z=500, we scan different lifetimes: 

Along the green line one 
can double the actual RJ 
photon counts. Current 
limits from COBE are 
not super-restrictive. 
Future probes (PIXIE) 
could make it more 
restrictive. 



Mixing angle – mass parameter space
• Taking one parameter space point for DM a of meV mass, and 

requiring RJ photon counts to double: 

• Lot of parameter space is allowed. (BH super-radiance may be a limit)



RJ tail of the CMB spectrum
• For one specific point on parameter space (meV DM, z=500 

resonance, lifetime = 100 ages of Universe)

• Green band – interesting for 21 cm range of x, 
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Further developments
• Following Kaurov, Venumadhav, Dai, Zaldarriaga, 1805.03254, we 

implemented the mathematica code for calculating 21 cm spectra for 
different models with additional photon injection. 

(dashed – “standard” curves, solid – with “extra” photons. Caveat – need 
to implement further x-ray heating, which will furnish a “termination” of 
the absorption feature.)

Using the strength of the EDGES signal, we can now estimate ourselves 
the required degree of enhancement in the RJ tail. 
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Further developments
• Varying the spectral form of the extra injected photon spectrum, and 

comparing it with EDGES signal strength, we derive the required 
degree of enhancement, 

• Model dependence is rather weak. Typically need 2-20 enhancement

• Strong dependence of how you treat EDGES feature. 
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Other options for DR affecting 21 cm
• DR ALP oscillating into photons in the primordial magnetic field. 

(Moroi et al, 1804.10378, also our group, unpublished)

• Millicharge of neutrino fluid (which can be colder than baryons) ß
does not seem to work given 10-14 e constraint on neutrino charges.

• Cascade decay of once thermal species (including neutrino decay, 
such as n2 à A’ n1 followed by A’àA oscillations). Cascade decay 
make things increasingly softer. 
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Figure 1: Blue: x2/(ex � 1) distribution (i.e. Planckian); Brown: same after
one decay; Green: same after two decays.

according to this

x2dx

exp[x]� 1
!

Z 1

y

x2dx

x(exp[x]� 1)
dy (8)

(The normalization is preserved, in both cases the remaining integral gives
2.4).

Then I plot one-decay and two-decay distributions, as a function of final
energy relative to initial temperature T

X

in order to see how much the low-
energy end can be boosted.

We can observe that even one decay can give three orders of magnitude
boost to the RJ spectral density at low energy. This is a great story. This
we need to mine further. The implication is that we could take a neutrino
distribution (which is FD of course) - or any other thermal species that
decoupled eariler - make it decay through a one or two steps into A0, and
have a significant A0 build-up at low energies. The current treatment does
not include redshift e↵ect - I just took flat space, but I think under Josef’s
guidance we’ll generalize it to expanding universe as well.
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Conclusions
1. Dark Radiation is a generic possibility – and can contribute into 

relevant physics not only through total energy density but through its 
interactions. 

2. We have explicit class of models that can account for EDGES signal 
strength by supplying extra photons. While sources of DR could vary 
(decay of DM, early decay of relics), the key feature is resonant 
conversion that transfers A’ to normal EM sector. 

3. 21 cm cosmological signal, then, provides the key test of such 
models with beyond-SM sectors composed of light fields. 


